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Abstract
Comments from the NSW ED directors combined with the weaknesses identified in the
technology, and the commentary of the software performance experts are analysed in an
integrated assessment. The aim is to identify the comments which could help in redesigning the
system going forward. Drawing all these elements together demonstrates that the range of the
problems experienced by the Directors could be due to a combination of factors all
exacerbated by the underlying weaknesses. The experts descriptions of the software and the
configuration processes suggest this was predictable. User organisations need to make
enterprise risk assessments of the software for their patients’ safety and outcome and the work
processes of their staff for their current installations or before future purchases.

1. Introduction
This section of the study determines the extent to which the technology itself might be responsible for
the problems identified by the Directors. The technology analysis and the commentaries on its weaknesses
(parts 4-6) need to be matched against the difficulties and problems expressed by the ED Directors (Part 2).
Added support for consistencies in this matching is drawn from the narrative of the software performance
experts (Part 3). The evidence for believing that the Directors objections to their implementation could be
founded on the intrinsic nature of the technology itself and not just the self-evident socio-technical failures
of the HSS - the supervising authority - is clear and unambiguous.

2. The Experts - Software Performance Evaluators
Analysis of the technology design and implementation supports the experts’ beliefs about:
• inexperienced staff,
• non-validated data,
• non-preservation of entity, and
• referential integrity rules.
Many of the topics they introduced were not verifiable by the scant evidence available in the ERDS,
schemata and data tables. However the problems identified by the Directors are made more tangible by the
experts’ comments.
The software performance experts asserted that primary key uniqueness was not consistently preserved
and some data tables they provided showed evidence of that problem as well as instances of data being
invalid and inconsistent. However they directed their strongest attention to the impact that configurability
had on the operational system.
A number of important problems are potentially explained by the
configuration process, especially lost and missing records, incorrect reports and results sent to the wrong
staff.

3. The Technology: ERDs, Schemata, Data Tables, Configuration
The ERDs design weaknesses demonstrate:
• inexperience by modelers,
• lack of attention to detail, and
• Not following standard industry practice in naming conventions; and ,
• Not adequately recognising cross table dependencies using FKs.
The diagrams themselves are a record of initial design proposals according to the software experts and
so in themselves do not define the implementation that the Directors experience, but do provide watch
points, or early warning signs for potential weaknesses in the implementation down the road. The key
points concern issues with correct identification of primary keys, maintaining uniqueness of primary keys
and maintaining referential integrity that is, consistency of links between information spread across multiple
tables.
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The Schemata showed design weaknesses as seen in the ERDs indicating that there has been only
limited review of the schemata after the conceptual design process. Subsequently the Data Tables
confirmed some design weakness especially in naming conventions, inconsistency between documentation
and implementation, non-implementation of entity and referential integrity rules. They exposed a certain
lack of data validation and brought in to question the capacity to correctly retrieve records based on their
data values.

4. The Clinical Users - Problems from the Trenches
The technology review provided explanations for some of the Directors’ concerns but many could not be
tested as we do not have access to the Configuration functions. Table 1 provides an extract from Part 2,
Appendix 1 consisting of Directors’ comments that could be explained by the described weaknesses. The
table also identifies to a limited extent other aspects of the software issues such as screen design and
usability, poorly or unprovided processing functionality, and processing that would appear to be more
related to implementation decisions about workflow design.
A study of the table has enabled us to identify 8 categories of weaknesses to be assessed for risk
mitigation. They are:
• Non-Unique PKs. Non-preservation of FK referential integrity;
• Time attributes used as PKs.
• Apparent lack of understanding of the complete system.
• Intrinsic design failure - poor usability.
• Failure to supply necessary functionality.
• Possible configuration misapplication.
• Lack of standardised software engineering practices.
• No specific weakness identified.
A selection of the Directors’ comments have been classified into these categories and then pertinent
comments from the software performance experts added to the table to enable a study of the co-incidence
of the two types of commentators: ED Directors and software performance experts. The software experts
commentary (Part 3) is supported by the technology review (Parts 4 to 6) in many aspects but is more
sparsely matched to the Directors’ observations. This gap can be accounted for by the lengthy discussion
of Cerner’s development processes with a focus on data storage issues with less attention on how many
interfaces and workflow processes are designed. Nevertheless the experts do provide evidence, supported
by the technology review that key issues for the ED Directors, such as loss of records and difficulty finding
patient records, can potentially be explained by weaknesses in the underlying software.
The PK and FK weaknesses can potentially contribute to the Director’s reporting of missing and lost data
and their need to call in IT experts to retrieve data at times, as well as the opening of wrong documents.
The problem of processing concurrent pathology reports in needing their time precisely synchronised could
be related to record timestamps being used as PKs.
Given the substantial scale of the configurability of the system it is important that experienced
developers be used to do detailed validation of the system designs before they reach development, where
any weaknesses are harder to detect and more expensive to change. There was evidence that different
development teams did not cross-validate their work and that designers were producing materials that
showed a lack of knowledge of their own system.
A much wider range of the Directors’ issue seem best explained as intrinsic design failure, where there
has not been enough thought or effort put in to providing the clinical staff with the actual processing
services they need at the point of care. This includes unrecorded changes to documents, confusion as to
where to place them and then subsequently retrieve information, inadequate triage lists, unusual behaviour
of screen displays, and lack of diagnosis in the tracking list. The software experts put some of this system
behaviour down to the wide range of configuration parameters but also to Cerner’s own behaviour of
changing configurations without advising clients. A comment by a Director points strongly to configurability
playing a role in their problems, that is, that problems of misdirected results have diminished over time.
However, disturbingly, the complaint that when staff are logged out automatically their working
document is lost entirely seems to be a limitation intrinsic to the underlying system and not part of
configuration.
The list of missing functionality is long and exists because the staff come to using this system from a
long record of experience at using other software which generally they consider superior. It is difficult to
explain this problem just from the comments of the performance experts and the technical analyses in this
essay. It is self evident that software produced by two different manufacturers and intended for the same
market will have differences in functionality, but it is truly surprising that, from one of those manufacturers,
the Director’s cannot get the reports they see as essential to running their departments. It is also remarkable
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when the software experts say that the reporting module sold by Cerner is a collection of scripts that any
Cerner trained programmer can produce, and further that in the Garling Report we are told that the
reporting function was not considered a priority.
The flexibility of configuration has been introduced in comments above but it does seem an entirely
plausible source of the Directors’ issues. Apart from the argument already made that the system is so
complex that the large scale configurability reported by the software experts, makes the system nondeterministic, there is also evidence of a lack of appropriate testing of the system before roll-out. This is
particularly seen in the misdirection of reports to the wrong staff even to the wrong hospitals. This lack of
attention to such details beggars belief.
The lack of standardised engineering practices goes hand-in-hand with the comment above on the
evidence of inexperienced staff unaware of the core design characteristics of the system. The erratic
naming practices in the Entity-Relationship designs show that some design staff are not trained in sound
naming practices and the transfer of those weaknesses into the schema, plus questions about the design
and use of Foreign Keys, and the failure of the schema glossary to be dynamically updated from the
schema tables all point to lax standards. The level of strong industrial practices by the design and
engineering staff is difficult to untangle in the working system but the observations by the users that
keyboard behaviour differs between different parts of the system is a sharp indicator of this issue.

5. The Implementation
The system implementers of the system in this case are known to be the HSS and their behaviour is a
matter of common knowledge throughout the hospitals of NSW. The Cerner software can be assessed in
the face of the contrast of a relatively satisfactory roll-out in one ED, not under the supervision of the HSS,
compared to a dismal record in 6 other EDs that they do service. Their problems manifest with the roll out of
this technology include:
• Delays of 2 years in obtaining changes which might be explained by a shortage of staff, insufficient
budget,
• Local problems not software related such as printer adequacy and fault servicing,
• Lack of workflow analysis to establish the software integration processes needed in EDs; and,
• Loss of user functionality available in the replaced system.
However the one successful roll-out needs to be viewed with caution. It will be remembered that this site
has only implemented the tracking function, FirstNet, of the MIllennium suite, and the Director was quite
pointed in saying that there were difficult aspects to the software and that the commissioning of a desired
configuration was much more difficult that people generally expected. Our own observation is that this
Director worked with Firstnet more like a best-of-breed system than an enterprise system, and selected just
the elements of it that were useful.

6. Conclusions
There is a consistent theme throughout the 9 sections of this report and that is the software used in this
project is not fit-for-purpose. There is also a basis for determining that the software cannot be used to
satisfy the requirements of the NSW ED Directors as the function and implementation strategy are
inadequate to the task. There is evidence, both from the statements of the software performance experts
and the analysis of the technology that the software has reached a stage of development that makes it
doubtful that it can be used to create a fully deterministic service. In such a case then it has risk
characteristics that may not have been evaluated in the past by clients and should be revisited.
A range of problems defined by the Directors fall outside the content of the technical topics discussed in
this study. These are matters of workflow and screen presentation and the nature and quality of networked
services. It is still unclear how many of the Directors’ problem will ever be solved due to the intrinsic
limitations of the software, for example the overly small screen sizes and the inordinate amounts of training
they feel the system requires.
In the final summary, this study analyses the deployment of Firstnet in Emergency Departments from the
viewpoints of ED Directors, systems analysts and software engineers and observes that the support needed
by the EDs comes up well short and that the shortfall is attributable to both the HSS of NSW Health and the
technology itself. If this situation is not rectified then the promise of the gains of the IT Age for clinical care
and a patient centred service will be well and truly squandered.
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Table 1. Matching of Directors‘ comments with candidate weaknesses identified in the technology. The
weaknesses represent possible explanations for the obstacles described by the Directors.

Director’s Comment

Candidate
Weakness

Software experts

-

lost data records
lengthy time to recover lost records
missing information
incomplete testing of the system
Content not being discoverable by staff
Inaccurate reports
patient records could not be found in the system
Unattached test results
No record is made of the changes made by a
second author to an original letter.
- A pt had a test, the director checked for it to
come. The Lab could see their result but the
director couldn’t see it in the Firstnet. To the
observer the result never appeared in the record.
- Clicking on a patient note from the patients
document list to open it for viewing the system
frequently and inexplicably opens another
document in the patients list of documents.
- The log of the system does not separate the
writer of a document for a patient case from
someone who views a record in the system. So
it is difficult to identify who actually saw the
patient.

Non-Unique PKs.
Non-preservation
of FK referential
integrity.

- A situation can arise where the
order by a clinician is accepted
but due to missing elements in
the set up, the order can
disappear from the system (at a
later date) without any trace or
documentation.
- In the Cerner system we have
found behaviours that suggest
the key for linking is not set up
as a PK-FK relationship so
there is some doubt on the
integrity of the full description of
a MULTUM or the medication
defined to be sustained by the
DBMS. Also failure to maintain
a correspondence between PK
and FK values of IDs leads to
broken links in the chain of
description of any entry.
Subsequently there could be
incomplete information within
the medicines and all orderable
records when loaded into the
customer application.

- exact time constraints on concurrent orders on
the one sample
- that multiple orders for the one sample could not
be directly created and that each order for the
one patient needed the same information to be
input, that is, there was no model in the software
of a collection of orders being made at the one
time for the one patient for the one sample.

Time attributes
used as PKs

- the sub-systems appear to have been designed
by different teams due to their inconsistency
- Inappropriate cancellation of orders
- Two menus have the same name 'Patient' but
different content.

Apparent lack of
understanding of
the complete
system

The scale of the design is so
great that consistency of
meaning is extremely difficult to
maintain, hence there is
duplication and redundancy in
the underlying storage
structures that leads to
inconsistent storage design
decisions between one
developer and the next. When
these two designs come
together then the data is not
reliably stored and so not
reliably retrieved.
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Director’s Comment

Candidate
Weakness

Software experts

- Nursing and clinical notes kept separately
- Cross-staff interference in storage processes
- Inadequate identification of the author of
documentation
- Unrecorded alterations to documents
- Medico-legal requirements unfulfilled
- If the record is unsigned and the doctor walks
away leaving the data on the screen. The
unsigned data can be cancelled by the next
person who uses the computer.
- When information is converted to prose, it is a
series of disconnected phrases that do not
provide a grammatically correct easy to read
document.
- Writing documentation is problematic. There are
three choices to use: PowerNotes, Clinical
Documentation and Clinical Notes. Each has a
number of choices if you use them so that any
one note may be placed somewhere where noone else can find it.
- Triage box allows about 2.5 lines of text or ~50
words. Choosing from the triage problem list of
51 items is not compulsory nor even close to
being comprehensive so staff workaround by
writing their own entries. The entries are free text
and thus not part of a searchable “reason for
presentation” database field.
- Most staff write in a text description of the
problem as the problem list is defective with
poor wording, "bleed haematuria" or unfamiliar
descriptions "orbital disorder" and lacks
common usage of terminology. The database
search for diagnosis or problem requires an
exact match and does not assist with finding
synonyms or approximate matches not found
because of spelling mistakes.
- There is no button to add new clinical notes.
When reviewing 'continuation notes', there is no
button to add a new one.
- We have found out that you can group standard
documents needed for oft repeated work,
however this is cumbersome and not well
known. We can never repeat the process.
- A diagnosis is not flagged or seen on the
tracking list so other staff need to search
through the entire documentation to find it. This
is time consuming as it is not possible to identify
externally which note from a set of documents
contains the diagnosis.

Intrinsic design
failure - poor
usability

- the clinical staff are left
mystified or even in dispute as
to whether the order was
created and by whom in the
first place.
- due to some of these
potentially missing elements the
order can be there and the
clinician can complete it but
then the completion will be
reversed automatically.
- A Cerner operation may work
correctly for some time or for
one orderable but not another.
When a missing component is
required for processing it can
cause any of the following
actions: total failure across one
hospital, total failure across
multiple hospitals if the code
has a dependency (the one
script can be written with built
in differentiation for doing
different things for different
hospitals); no failure but loss of
data, incorrect storage of data,
and, incorrect data being stored
or retrieved.
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Director’s Comment

Candidate
Weakness

- Spell checking doesn't allow for own words to
be added. Spellchecking does not include a
medical vocabulary!
- Change NOK details-only choice is yes if click
yes details disappear.
- Each part of a pathology order has to be ordered
individually and this requires repeat typing of all
the patient information into each part.
- If the system logs out a user automatically, the
documents will not be saved, therefore, some
important information is lost and has to be reentered. This especially happens to nurses as
they get interrupted more often.
- Firstnet can only show the clinical notes of the
latest episode. Staff have to change search
criteria to find other episodes or past history.
- Diagnosis manually entered into tracking list

Intrinsic design
failure - poor
usability

- Inadequate reporting functions
- Restricted limit on amount of reporting allowed
to be generated
- Unable to get results based filtering
- Software functions for searching for patients
based on knowledge of the contents of their
record were not available
- System encourages workarounds
- Certain basic information is needed in the top of
the screen: MRN, DOB, Address, without
needing to move to a separate screen to find the
details.
- Does not allow triage nurse to flag patients for
research activities.
- For searching lists choices are ordered by
alphabetic order only by the first character,
however, there are lots of forms starting with the
same letter such as ECG and ED, the second
letter of the word is not used in the sequencing.
- Ordering radiology tests there is no priority or
urgency given to them so the Dr has to phone
the dept to say that it is urgent.
- The Flow Chart retains data from 1000 events. If
information is required on a patient prior to this,
retrieval of data is difficult.

Failure to supply
necessary
functionality

Software experts

- The configurability functions
do not have defined scopes
that enable reliable prediction of
how they will interact within
other configurable functions.
- The actual configuration
design of the system comes
from a Data Collection
Worksheet (DCW). A DCW is
Cerner’s way of having the
client fill in a spreadsheet which
is then used to design the
system.
- The Cerner reporting module
is a menu list of composed CCL
scripts. New reports are created
by writing new CCL scripts.
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Director’s Comment

Candidate
Weakness

Software experts

- Orders and results sent to the wrong staff
- Fails to ensure a secure EMR
- The presentation record is shown in a tiny box
with horizontal and vertical scroll bars so reading
each record requires continual manipulation of
the scroll bars.
- Poor graphical representation - graphing not
finite enough to be of use.
- Unsigned medical notes did not appear on the
Flow Chart and were therefore not available to
treating teams.
- Unable to see previous observations - Lose ‘feel’
for patient as everything in silos.
- Some reports do not accurately reflect the real
data to the extent that some are algorithmically
incorrect. Even if physicians enter correct data
into every field, they could not obtain a correct
report.
- Documents may become difficult to find even for
the experts. The FirstNet trainers state “Never
use the save button”.
- misleading and incomplete results

Possible
Configuration
misapplication

- However, a Cerner Millennium
system goes far, far beyond
this. Minor updates to this
configuration can have massive
effects on the running of the
system. ...You would think that
once defined this configuration
data would be become
static. However, in reality many
people are changing many
parts of this configuration daily.
Most of the time Cerner
personnel are making changes
without the clients knowledge.
So, it is not the schema that is
changing but something far
more dangerous.
- Removal/change of an order
entry format (OEF). An OEF is
part of the configuration setup
and is a format designed to the
customer’s needs for creating
some orders of materials or
tests. Changing an extant OEF
can remove functioning from
some customer systems
without warning and there is no
method of getting that
functioning back or fully
accessing any orders that
previously used that functioning
part of the system.

- Inconsistencies between different parts of the
system
- Different sub-systems have been designed by
different teams in Cerner leading to
inconsistencies between different parts of the
system.

Lack of
standardised
software
engineering
practices

The software experts surmise
that the movement within
Cerner's software engineering
department has undergone a
natural progression to more
younger staff who are bringing
experience with “sexier”
interfaces, but without
appropriate experience for the
need to ensure veracity in data
provided by external providers
( e.g. medicines) and for patient
episodes.

-

No specific
weakness
identified

Useless documents that clutter the system
Doesn’t match an appropriate workflow
Daily random freezes
Downtime with FirstNet happens 4 to 6 hours a
month, although it has known to be down for a
whole weekend
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